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Sequential synchronous logic

Sequential Synchronous Logic (cont.)

D H Preset Reset Q Etat

0 ↑ 1 1 0 2sampling
1 ↑ 1 1 1

X 0 1 1 Q 2storage
X 1 1 1 Q

X X 0 1 1 1

X X 1 0 0 0
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Sequential synchronous logic Critical delay

Critical Delay

tck > tcrit (1)
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Sequential synchronous logic Critical delay

Critical Delay (cont.)

tck > tco + tcrit + tsu (2)

tck > tcrit + tR (3)
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Sequential synchronous logic Metrics

Metrics

The area S , generally given with respect to a reference value (for
example, the full adder area SFA)

The speed, generally given by maximal frequency of functionning
fmax (or, equivalently by the minimal clock period tck)

The power consumption C , that is a function of the activity rate,
the operation frequency and the area of the operators.

The computation power Pc , given by the ratio between the amount
of operations and the time period required to implement these
operations.

The reliability R, represented by the probability of a correct output
given probability or errors inside the operator.
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Exercises

Exercise �

Consider the output signals given by the equations below. Suppose that input
signal x is sampled at frequency Fs (xn denotes the n-th sample of x).

yn = OP2(xn,wn−2)

wn = OP2[OP1(wn−2),OP1(zn−2)]

zn = OP2[(OP1(yn),OP1(wn)]

Consider two combinational operators OP1 and OP2 (that perform operations
OP1 and OP2, respectively). The operator OP2 is commutative.

1 Derivate a parallel architecture to give yn, wn and zn (cf. section 1).

2 Suppose propagation delays tOP1 = tOP2 = 25ns. Suppose ideal register
delay (tR = 0). Derivate the maximal frequency for an implementation
based on the proposed architecture.

3 If the maximal frequency is inferior to 20 MHz, make changes in your
architecture in order to accept input signals x at 20MHz.

4 Is it possible to process signal x sampled at 40Hz?
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Exercises

Exercise �

Let be the iterative algorithm presented in the graph of the figure 4. An iteration
consists on one step of calculation followed by wire multiplexing. The calculation
step needs 8 operations OP on a set of 16 operands (D0 to D15). Consider an
application requiring 256 iterations of a such algorithm at each 29µs. Also
consider you dispose of registers and fully combinational operators OP that
perform the operation OP shown in the nodes of the given graph. The operators
are caracterized by propagation delay tOP = 90ns. The registers are caracterized
by propagation delay tR = 2.5ns.

1 Give the maximal operation frequency fmax accepted by operator OP.

2 Give the computation power required by the application (in OP/s).

3 Let be the implementation of the algorithm based on only one pipelined
operator OP. How many pipeline barriers are necessaries?

4 Consider the pipelined operator OP of previous item. Give the sequencying
of operations for two iterations. What are your conclusions?
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